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Abstract: The assessment of buildings facilitates the exploration of the viability of progressive and organic renewal, prevents the aimless and unorganized demolition of residential buildings in previous urban renewal projects, and facilitates the balancing of the preservation and sustainable development of historical urban areas. Studies have rarely examined the effect of regional factors on building renewal or differentiated the effects of historic preservation and development conditions. The fundamental function of historical urban areas in China is to provide residence. Therefore, this study developed a framework to identify the renewal type of residential buildings. The developed framework was used to construct a demand–potential–constraint model with assessment indicators related to three dimensions, namely renewal demand, development potential, and preservation constraint. Moreover, discriminant matrices were employed to divide the renewal of residential buildings into four modes and subdivide it into six types. The historical urban area of Suzhou was selected as the study site. According to the results of renewal type identification, renewal schedules and models with high referential value can be developed by urban renewal planners, which facilitates the optimization of resource allocation. The developed framework provides novel theoretical and practical insights regarding building renewal assessment in historical urban areas.
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1. Introduction

The renewal of buildings is a crucial topic in urban renewal and plays an essential role in sustainable urban development. The concept of urban renewal originated from the large-scale urban relocation and reconstruction in Western countries following World War II [1,2]. Continual urbanization leads to the continual flow of population toward urban areas and changes in urban space demands. Urban renewal can be conducted to adjust the structure of urban spaces in response to these changes and address problems related to the transformation of abandoned urban spaces. Accordingly, urban renewal constitutes a key component of urban policies in multiple countries [3,4]. During urban renewal, the restoration of old buildings and improvement of relatively new buildings enhance the efficiency of land resource utilization and thereby promote the sustainable development of cities [5–7].

Historical urban areas are associated with cultural heritage and historical buildings; thus, the renewal of buildings in these areas is prioritized. Such areas retain their original urban structure and unique building characteristics and contain land used for residential, economic, and cultural activities [8,9]. Historical urban areas encompass living human settlements passed down from the previous generation as well as newly established settlements that have emerged through urban development. However, new settlements are constrained by the existing urban structure [10]. During urban renewal, the heterogeneity
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of existing buildings is affected by gentrification, market-oriented demolition and reconstruction, reconstruction projects overseen by local governments, and home renovation projects conducted by residents [11]. Under interactions among multiple internal and external factors, historical urban areas provide residential space and opportunities to engage in diverse social activities and exhibit unique building characteristics. Urban renewal and renovation improve the urban environment to cope with residents’ needs and aspirations, but the conservation of the historic environment has been ignored in this process at times [12]. Sustainable urban conservation should be guided by heritage conservation, take historical environmental characteristics into overall consideration, and balance the relationship between sustainable development and heritage conservation in urban transformation [13]. Therefore, in the renewal of buildings in such areas, large-scale demolition and aimless development should be avoided; instead, the conservation and inheritance of urban culture should be emphasized.

Establishing an inventory of existing resources and achieving the organic renewal of buildings and spaces are crucial approaches for attaining the sustainable development of historical urban areas in China. In the past four decades, rapid urban development and restoration have largely eliminated the waning and decaying image of old cities at the cost of incurring “constructive destruction” to historical urban areas. This phenomenon has caused the traditional characteristics and community culture of such areas to disappear [14]. Therefore, when renewing urban spaces, relevant authorities should consider not only the improvement of the physical space but also intangible assets such as cultural revival and function enhancement [15]. Large-scale demolition and reconstruction without clear objectives can no longer fulfill the development needs of historical urban areas in China. Under the premise of preservation, a balance should be reached between heritage conservation and urban development. Community relations and cultural characteristics should be preserved during renovation, and the situations of each urban area should be considered during urban renewal for progressively promoting organic renewal in line with local characteristics [16,17].

Assessments of and decisions related to the sustainable renewal of buildings are mostly based on the physical characteristics of the buildings, including safety, usage, convenience, comfort, utility, and health. These characteristics are considered in combination with management factors, such as emergency preparedness and financial arrangement, to perform building assessment [5,6,18,19], the results of which serve as the basis for selecting renewal strategies. Different buildings in the same region might exhibit substantial disparities. The mere consideration of building-related internal factors is insufficient; external factors such as the environment, economy, society, and culture of the region where buildings are located must be examined to ensure comprehensive renewal assessment [20,21]. In the renewal assessment of historical urban areas, their unique culture and historical value should not be overlooked. Studies have rarely explored the effects of social, economic, and cultural factors on the renewal of residential buildings in historical urban areas. The effect of socioeconomic conditions and preservation constraints on the renewal assessment of such buildings also merits further exploration. Therefore, this study adopted a potential–constraint model to perform comprehensive research on the aforementioned topics. Potential–constraint models are frequently used to assess the adequacy of building sites and involve the organic integration of socioeconomic development potential and ecological constraints [22–24]. In this study, the renewal demand associated with the physical characteristics of buildings constituted the foundation of renewal assessment. Regional and economic conditions were considered potential factors, and historic preservation was considered a constraint factor. Accordingly, a demand–potential–constraint model was created to assess the renewal of residential buildings in historical urban areas, identify the types of renewal, and assist with relevant decision-making processes.
2. Literature Review

Urban renewal is a primary method for restoring old buildings and improving building environments [25]. Therefore, scholars have explored various topics regarding the renewal assessment of residential buildings with respect to physical building conditions. Some countries and regions have stipulated housing quality assessment standards, such as the Housing Quality Standards of the United States, the Housing Quality Indicators of the United Kingdom, and the Housing Quality Assurance Act of Japan. The building indicators used in these standards include location, structural and fire safety, landscape and open space, accessibility, size and floor plans, environments, and maintenance and management [18,26]. In addition to implementing relevant standards, the United States and the United Kingdom conduct regular surveys on randomly selected residential buildings to analyze the living conditions and deterioration of these buildings. The survey results serve as references for prioritizing subsequent building or regional renewal projects [5,27]. Therefore, building quality assessment is a crucial foundation for building renewal assessment. Surveys on residents’ intention to relocate have indicated that compared with those living in large and new buildings, those living in small and old buildings are more willing to relocate and thus more likely to accept the demolition of their current houses [28,29]. This finding implies that physical building characteristics, such as living area per resident and building age, are vital indicators in renewal assessment research. Chinese agencies use a series of quantitative indicators for assessing housing quality. These indicators include not only the physical characteristics of residential buildings but also the environmental factors of individual residential blocks, including the living area per person, presence of facilities, and greening rate [30]. Such comprehensive factors are considered because residential building renewal projects in China are usually targeted at individual land lots instead of single buildings [31]. According to Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, basic human needs are physiological and materialistic needs, which suggests that the renewal assessment of a residential building should focus on physical factors, such as the current building condition and the environmental factors where the building is located.

An urban renewal process involves the adjustment of the urban space structure and the optimization of land resource allocation [4,5]. Thus, the scope of urban renewal research should be extended from single buildings and residential areas to large urban regions, and economic value differences due to location conditions should be considered in renewal assessment. Differences in rent are affected by location conditions [2,32], which are also key factors determining the development potential of land. Location conditions reflect the accessibility and regional competitiveness of specific locations [33]. Development projects usually prioritize land lots with proximity to urban centers, open urban spaces, an ocean or a sea, and rivers as well as those with convenient transportation because such lots can have high value [29,34,35]. In addition to location value, development efficiency is a crucial economic indicator of urban renewal. Most relevant studies have selected indicators related to land-use intensity, including building density, floor area ratio, functional integration, and input–output ratio, for urban renewal assessment [2,35,36]. In assessments that focus on land development progress, the difference in an area before and after development is mostly ignored. Development efficiency, which is usually determined by the increase in building capacity following development, is another crucial indicator of urban renewal. The calculation of this indicator is similar to that of a location quotient. Specifically, the ratio between the floor area ratio and the building density for a land lot is compared with that for a standard urban residential area to determine the development efficiency [31,37]. Development efficiency assessment enables a more precise evaluation of land value with respect to the increase in building capacity.

China began to implement legal regulations for preserving historical urban areas in the 1980s. Local governments comprehensively conserve historic sites, regional culture, and landscape by designating specific zones as historical urban areas and devising preservation plans [38,39]. In plans for cultural preservation, local characteristics are considered to delineate historical urban areas, streets, land lots, artifacts (including major historical and
cultural sites protected at the national level and other non-publicly announced immovable cultural assets or historical buildings that exist at such sites), and routes. The preservation scheme involves multiple protection grades to differentiate between historical items of different importance levels [21,40,41]. Because preservation plans implemented by the Chinese government are treated as mandatory laws, they serve as the basic constraint factors in research on renewal assessment in China. The most important function of historical urban areas in China is to provide residential space [41]. Nevertheless, in the renewal of residential buildings in such areas, the preservation of history, landscape, and culture is emphasized; therefore, urban renewal in the aforementioned areas should be assessed using indicators relevant to the aforementioned aspects [42]. The constraints imposed in government preservation plans have not been fully addressed in existing renewal assessment studies because historical preservation indicators have been treated as equivalent to other indicators when conducting renewal assessment [43,44]. Consequently, buildings that merit preservation might not be identified adequately and might be mistakenly classified as buildings that require demolition. To address this problem, preservation is incorporated as an antecedent constraint in the proposed demand–potential–constraint model for rationally reflecting the mandatory nature of government preservation plans in China.

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Study Area and Data

The historical urban area of Suzhou is located in the southern region of Jiangsu Province in China. This area has a history of over 2500 years and is considered a major historical area in China. Gusu District to which this area belongs is the first and only district in China that is designated as a state-list famous historical and culture city. Therefore, the historical urban area of Suzhou is an exemplar of cultural preservation in China. In 2020, the population of this city was 223,000. The total area of the historical urban area of Suzhou was 14.20 km$^2$, of which 5.65 km$^2$ was residential space. The total area occupied by residential buildings was 7.11 km$^2$, 55.38% of which comprised Workers’ New Villages constructed after the founding of the People’s Republic of China and traditional multi-story residential buildings. Under the strict regulations imposed in the historical urban area of Suzhou to preserve the traditional landscape, numerous Suzhou-style traditional residential buildings (37.12% of all residential buildings) have been preserved; these buildings feature gable roofs, dark roof tiles, and white walls (Figure 1). Although several shanty towns and old communities in the city have been renovated, some areas still have residential buildings with poor living conditions, limited living space, and a lack of amenities (Figure 2). The poor living conditions have caused the city to lose its population, with many residents opting to relocate to new cities with more complete amenities. The vitality of the historical urban area of Suzhou has continued to decrease, which has impeded its suitable development. As a typical historical urban area in China that prioritizes preservation and imposes development constraints, the historical urban area of Suzhou highlights the common development problems faced by various historical urban areas in China [41]. Therefore, this city is a representative target for urban renewal research in China.

Regarding research precision, individual residential land lots were selected as the smallest research unit. Land, road, and building data were obtained from the preservation plan for the historical area of Suzhou, regulatory plans, and relevant research reports provided by the Suzhou Planning Bureau Gusu Branch. Point of interest data (e.g., parks, squares, transportation systems, and amenities) and public Internet of things data (e.g., greening rate) were retrieved from the Amap (Autonavi Software Inc., Beijing, China) and Anjuke platform (licensed by Shanghai Ruijia Information Technology Co., Ltd. and supported by Ruiting Network Technology (Shanghai) Co., Ltd., Shanghai, China) [45]. To correct the collected data, the research team conducted on-site surveys and measurement in Suzhou in April and September 2021, thereby improving the data reliability and accuracy. Geographic information system (GIS) is a comprehensive discipline, which combines geography and cartography, and has been widely used in different fields. It is a computer
system for inputting, storing, querying, analyzing, and displaying geographic data [46–48]. ArcGIS software (developed by Environmental Systems Research Institute, Inc., Redlands, CA, USA) [49] was used to construct a database of the residential buildings and land renewal types in the city.

![Location and spatial distribution of the residential buildings in the Historic City of Suzhou.](image)

**Figure 1.** Location and spatial distribution of the residential buildings in the Historic City of Suzhou.

![Status of the residential buildings](image)

**Figure 2.** Status of the residential buildings: (a) typical traditional residential buildings near the river; (b) residential building with poor internal living environment; (c) multi-story residential buildings with dirty external environment.

3.2. Research Framework

From the perspective of balancing preservation and development, a residential building renewal framework was constructed to identify renewal types (Figure 3). First, architectural status and living environment were examined to determine the renewal demand of a building and increase the specificity of renewal targets, thereby prioritizing buildings with high renewal demand. Next, location conditions and development efficiency were evaluated to determine the development potential for further refining the priority list. Finally, constraints associated with the preservation of historical locations were considered to construct a demand–potential–constraint model. Discriminant matrices were assembled to identify the renewal type and propose corresponding renewal strategies.
3.2.1. Evaluation Method of Renewal Demand

In view of the data accessibility and the overlapping effects between relevant indicators, 12 indicators under three dimensions, namely renewal demand, development potential, and preservation constraint, were selected in this study to construct the proposed model.

Renewal demand assessment was based on architectural status and living environments. Architectural status was determined using three indicators, namely architectural quality, style, and age, and was rated using a 5-point scale. The judgment of architectural quality is a comprehensive evaluation of the physical characteristics of buildings, comprising aging degree of materials, deterioration degree, and structural safety. Architectural quality scores of 1 and 5 points indicated high and poor building quality, respectively. Architectural style refers to whether a building exhibits traditional Suzhou-style architectural features. Buildings with the most noticeable traditional features were awarded 1 point, whereas those with the least noticeable traditional features were awarded 5 points. Architectural age was divided into five categories: before 1912 (founding of the Republic of China), from 1912 to 1949 (founding of the People’s Republic of China), from 1949 to 1980, from 1980 to 2000, and after 2000. The newest buildings were awarded 1 point, whereas the oldest buildings were awarded 5 points. High architectural quality, style, and age scores indicated high renewal priority. The scores of all buildings in each land lot were summed, and the total floor area was incorporated into Equation (1) to compute the land lot score. Finally, the natural breaks method in ArcGIS was adopted to divide all the land lots into five grades with respect to their score [50,51].

\[
K_i = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{5} (S_{ij})}{S_i},
\]

where \(K_i\) denotes the score of the \(i\)th land lot; \(S_{ij}\) denotes the total floor area of the residential building with an architectural status score of \(j\) that is located in the \(i\)th land lot; \(j\) denotes the architectural status score, which ranges from 1 to 5; and \(S_i\) denotes the total floor area of the land lot.

On-site surveys revealed that the city infrastructure covers all residential buildings in the city; thus, the city infrastructure was not included in the assessment framework. The living environment score was assessed using two indicators, namely per household living
area and greening rate, on a 5-point scale. Per household living area indicates the indoor living condition of a residential building and was divided into five grades, namely greater than 140 m$^2$, between 140 and 120 m$^2$, between 120 and 90 m$^2$, between 90 and 60 m$^2$, and less than 60 m$^2$. A building with a per household living area of >140 m$^2$ was assigned 1 point, whereas a building with a per household living area of <60 m$^2$ was assigned 5 points. Greening rate denotes the ratio of the green space area to the land-use area. This parameter was used to evaluate the outdoor environment of a residential building and was divided into three grades, namely greater than 30%, between 30% and 20%, and less than 20%, which were assigned 1, 3, and 5 points, respectively.

3.2.2. Evaluation Method of Development Potential

Development potential assessment was based on location conditions and development efficiency, each of which was rated using a 5-point scale. The three main location conditions examined in this study were transportation, ecological, and amenity conditions, which were assessed using five indicators: distance from a trunk road, distance from a river, accessibility of a subway station, accessibility of an open space, and accessibility of neighborhood facilities. A building associated with the shortest distance grade and highest accessibility grade was awarded 1 point, whereas a building associated with the longest distance grade and lowest accessibility grade was awarded 5 points. A high location condition score indicates high development potential and therefore high renewal priority.

According to the road design standard of China [52], the roads evaluated in this study were divided into arterial and secondary trunk roads. Distance from a trunk road was divided into five grades, namely less than 200 m, between 200 and 300 m, between 300 and 400 m, between 400 and 500 m, and greater than 500 m. These five grades were used in the assessment of target land lots by adopting the multiple-ring buffer analysis and spatial join methods in ArcGIS [47]. Distance from a river was incorporated using the same method and was divided into five grades, namely less than 50 m, between 50 and 100 m, between 100 and 150 m, between 150 and 200 m, and greater than 200 m.

Because the road system affects the accessibility to transportation facilities, open spaces, and other amenities, the service area analysis function of ArcGIS was used to create a road centerline network. The created network accurately presents the transportation distance in the road system and indicates the distances between target land lots and amenities [48]. According to the development standards for land neighboring the railroad system of Shanghai city [53], accessibility of a subway station was divided into five grades, namely less than 300 m, between 300 and 600 m, between 600 and 1000 m, and greater than 1000 m. On the basis of the conditions of Suzhou, neighboring facilities were selected for Suzhou. The selected facilities comprised elementary schools, general hospitals, and stadiums, and open spaces included parks and squares. According to the community facility construction standard of China [54], accessibility of neighboring facilities was divided into five grades, namely less than 300 m, between 300 and 500 m, between 500 and 800 m, between 800 and 1000 m, and greater than 1000 m. The spatial join method was used to incorporate the results of location condition assessment into the corresponding land lot data.

According to the urban planning standard of China, the standard indicators adopted in development efficiency refer to the floor area ratio and building density of the urban built-up area specified therein [55]. Specifically, the floor area ratio and building density of 1–3-story residential buildings were 1.2 and 43%, respectively; those of 4–6-story residential buildings were 1.6 and 32%, respectively; and those of 7–9-story residential buildings were 2.1 and 30%, respectively. Development efficiency was calculated using the following equation:

$$DE_i = \frac{FAR_i / BD_i}{FAR_{STD} / BD_{STD}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $DE_i$ denotes the development efficiency of the $i$th land lot; $FAR_i$ denotes the floor area ratio of the $i$th land lot, which is defined as the ratio between total floor area and
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total land-use area; \( BD_i \) denotes the building density of the \( i \)th land lot, which is defined as the ratio between building foundation area and total land-use area; and \( \text{FAR}_{\text{STD}} \) and \( \text{BD}_{STD} \) denote the standard indicators. Land lots with a \( DE_i \) value of <1 have development potential and were divided into four grades (awarded 2–5 points) using the natural breaks method; the lower the score, the higher was the development potential. Land lots with a \( DE_i \) value of \( \geq 1 \) were awarded 1 point.

3.2.3. Evaluation Method of Preservation Constraint

Because the historical urban area of Suzhou is situated on a plain, topography is not a constraint of urban renewal. Moreover, no ecological preservation zones exist at the research site. Therefore, this study only considered constraints associated with historical preservation. According to research on the classification of historical assets meriting preservation as well as relevant preservation plans implemented by the Chinese government, land lots were divided into four grades with respect to the level of preservation. Specifically, land lots with strict preservation were those covering the core preservation zones of historical monuments and streets; land lots with high preservation were those covering the regulation zones of historical streets; land lots with moderate preservation were those covering traditional residential buildings; and the remaining land lots were land lots with low preservation.

The analytic hierarchy process was used to verify the selected indicators. Experts, scholars, government personnel, and relevant practitioners familiar with the historical urban area of Suzhou or urban renewal processes were invited to form an expert panel. One round of expert assessment was performed to determine the weight of each indicator (Table 1) [35,56]. The results of renewal demand and development potential assessment were divided into three grades (high, moderate, and low) by using the natural breaks method.

### Table 1. The assessment index system of the demand–potential–constraint model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objective Layer</th>
<th>Dimension Layer</th>
<th>Weights</th>
<th>Index Layer</th>
<th>Weights</th>
<th>Detailed Calculated Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Renewal demand</td>
<td>Architectural status</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>Architectural quality</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>Classification of construction quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Architectural style</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>Classification of whether a building exhibits traditional Suzhou-style architectural features</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Architectural age</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>Classification of construction time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development potential</td>
<td>Living environments</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>Per household living area</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>Ratio of the total residential floor area to the total number of houses in the land lot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Greening rate</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>Ratio of the green space area to the land-use area in the land lot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Location conditions</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>Distance from a trunk road</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>Distance from an arterial or a secondary trunk road</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Accessibility of a subway station</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>Service Area of a subway station</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Distance from a river</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>Distance from a river</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accessibility of an open space</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>Service Area of a park or a square</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accessibility of neighborhood facilities</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>Service Area of an elementary school, a general hospital, or a stadium</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development efficiency</td>
<td>Development efficiency</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>Development efficiency</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>Ratio between the floor area ratio and the building density for a land lot divided by the standard ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preservation constraint</td>
<td>Historical preservation requirement</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Historical preservation level</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Grade according to the classification of historical assets meriting preservation as well as relevant preservation plans implemented</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2.4. Identification Method for Renewal Type

After the demand–potential–constraint model was constructed, discriminant matrices were created to present the preservation constraint and development potential grades of the land lots [22,24]. The land lots were divided into those with high, moderate, and low renewal demand. According to the differences in the preservation constraint and
development potential grades, four renewal modes were established, namely priority renewal, moderate renewal, conditional renewal, and inappropriate renewal. These modes were further divided into six renewal types according to their orientation toward historical preservation or land development: inappropriate renewal with preservation orientation (IP), conditional renewal with preservation orientation (CP), moderate renewal with balanced preservation and development orientation (MB), moderate renewal with preservation orientation (MP), moderate renewal with development orientation (MD), and priority renewal with development orientation (PD) (Figure 4). Under the premise of historical preservation, the six renewal types were applied as follows to avoid large-scale demolition and reconstruction:

1. Regardless of renewal demand and development potential, land lots requiring strict preservation were classified into the IP category.
2. Regardless of renewal demand, land lots with high preservation constraint and low development potential were classified into the CP category.
3. Under high renewal demand, land lots with low preservation constraint and moderate or high development potential and land lots with moderate preservation constraint and high development potential were classified into the PD category. Moreover, land lots with low/moderate/high preservation constraint and low/moderate/high development potential were classified into the MB category. Land lots with moderate preservation constraint and low development potential and land lots with high preservation constraint and moderate development potential were classified into the MP category.
4. Under moderate renewal demand, land lots with low preservation constraint and moderate or high development potential and land lots with moderate preservation constraint and high development potential were classified into the MD category. Land lots with moderate preservation constraint and low development potential and land lots with high preservation constraint and moderate development potential were classified into the MP category.
5. Under low renewal demand, land lots prioritizing historical preservation, except for those under strict preservation constraint, were classified into the CP category.

**Figure 4.** Identification method for renewal type of residential buildings: (a) high renewal demand; (b) moderate renewal demand; (c) low renewal demand. Color Gray: regardless of renewal demand, land lots requiring strict preservation were classified into the IP category, and land lots with high preservation constraint and low development potential were classified into the CP category; Color purple: MP category; Color green: MB category; Color red: PD category; Color blue: CP category other than gray; Color orange: MD category.
4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Analysis of Renewal Demand

Residential land lots with moderate renewal demand accounted for the largest residential land-use space (2.87 km$^2$) in the historical urban area of Suzhou, and the building space was evenly distributed (Figure 5a). The residential floor area was 4.02 km$^2$, which accounted for 56.51% of the total floor area. Residential land lots with high renewal demand were mostly concentrated in the northern region and occupied 1.77 km$^2$ of land-use space. The residential floor area in these land lots was 2.22 km$^2$, which accounted for 31.19% of the total floor area. Residential land lots with low renewal demand were mostly concentrated in the northern and western regions and occupied 1.01 km$^2$ of land-use space. The residential floor area in these land lots was 0.87 km$^2$, which accounted for 12.30% of the total floor area. Most of the residential buildings in the residential land lots with low renewal demand are villas constructed after 2000.

Land lots with high renewal demand covered most traditional residential buildings and multi-story residential buildings constructed during 1950–1980. These buildings were old and exhibited moderate-to-low architectural quality, few traditional architectural features, moderate per household living area, low greening rates, and poor living environments. Although the residential buildings in communities established during 1980–2000 exhibited few or no traditional architectural features and low per household living area, these buildings were younger than the aforementioned buildings, and their greening rate was relatively high; thus, their renewal demand was low (Figure 5b–f).

![Figure 5. Grade distribution of each index of renewal demand: (a) renewal demand; (b) architectural quality; (c) architectural style; (d) architectural age; (e) per household living area; (f) greening rate.](image-url)
4.2. Analysis of Development Potential

In the historical urban area of Suzhou, land lots with the three development potential grades were evenly distributed and occupied nearly equal proportions of land-use space (Figure 6a). Land lots with high development potential were mostly concentrated along the trunk roads and their crossroads located in the center of the city. These land lots occupied 2.99 km² of land-use space. The residential floor area in the aforementioned lots was 3.55 km², which accounted for 49.90% of the total floor area. Land lots with moderate development potential occupied 1.86 km² of land-use space. The residential floor area in these lots was 2.46 km², which accounted for 34.56% of the total floor area. The city had relatively few land lots with low development potential, and these lots were concentrated in the northeast and northwest corners of the city. The aforementioned land lots occupied 0.84 km² of land-use space. The residential floor area in these lots was 1.10 km², which accounted for 15.54% of the total floor area.

Further analysis revealed that 82.80% of the residential buildings in Suzhou were within 200 m from a trunk road, which indicated that the overall transportation accessibility of the city was favorable (Figure 6b). Moreover, 72.37% of the residential buildings were within 100 m from a river, and 70.31% of the residential buildings were within 500 m from an open space; thus, the overall ecological location condition was favorable. However, land lots in the city center exhibited worse ecological location conditions than did those in peripheral areas (Figure 6d,e). Overall, 74.42% of the residential buildings were within 500 m from a neighboring facility, which indicated favorable overall accessibility of neighboring facilities (Figure 6f). Because the northern region of the city lacked transverse roads or railways, the accessibility of the northeast and northwest urban areas was low (Figure 6c). The varying strict building height restrictions imposed in the different areas of the city led to disparities in development efficiency. Land lots with low development efficiency and high development potential were concentrated in the northern urban area, where buildings had fewer floors and lower floor area ratios than did buildings in other areas (Figure 6g).

4.3. Analysis of Preservation Constraint

Residential buildings with strict preservation constraint were mostly concentrated in the eastern and northwestern regions of the city, where historical streets and zones were located (Figure 7). The total land-use space occupied by these buildings was 0.70 km², and their residential floor area was 0.89 km², which accounted for 12.55% of the total floor area. Residential buildings with high preservation constraint were mostly located near historical streets and zones. The total land-use space occupied by these buildings was 1.19 km², and their residential floor area was 1.53 km², which accounted for 21.56% of the total floor area. Residential buildings with moderate preservation constraint occupied 0.71 km² of the land-use space, and their residential floor area was 0.83 km², which accounted for 11.63% of the total floor area. Residential buildings with low preservation constraint were mostly located in the southern and northern regions. The total land-use space occupied by these buildings was 3.05 km², and their residential floor area was 3.86 km², which accounted for 54.26% of the total floor area.

4.4. Identification of Renewal Type

Figure 8 displays the proportions and spatial distribution of the renewal types obtained according to the discriminant matrices (Figure 4).

Few land lots were classified as PD. These lots occupied 0.55 km² of the land-use space, and their residential area was 0.66 km², which accounted for 9.23% of the total floor area. Figure 8 indicates that most PD land lots were scattered across the city; however, a notable concentration was observed at the main crossroad of the northern trunk road, where the development potential was high.
within 500 m from a neighboring facility, which indicated favorable overall accessibility of neighboring facilities (Figure 6f). Because the northern region of the city lacked transverse roads or railways, the accessibility of the northeast and northwest urban areas was low (Figure 6c). The varying strict building height restrictions imposed in the different areas of the city led to disparities in development efficiency. Land lots with low development efficiency and high development potential were concentrated in the northern urban area, where buildings had fewer floors and lower floor area ratios than did buildings in other areas (Figure 6g).

Figure 6. Grade distribution of each index of development potential: (a) development potential; (b) distance from a trunk road; (c) accessibility of a subway station; (d) distance from a river; (e) accessibility of an open space; (f) accessibility of neighborhood facilities; (g) development efficiency.
Land lots requiring moderate renewal accounted for the highest proportion of the land lots with different renewal types. They occupied 3.16 km$^2$ of the land-use space, and their residential floor area was 4.09 km$^2$. Of the land lots requiring moderate renewal, the MD type accounted for the largest floor area (37.22%), and most of the land lots in this category covered Workers’ New Villages and multi-story buildings with moderate living conditions. The MB type accounted for the second largest floor area (19.78%). The land lots in this category exhibited a balanced need for historic preservation and land development and were mostly located in the northern region of the city. The MP type accounted for the lowest floor area, and the land lots in this category were scattered across the city, occupied the smallest land-use space, and mostly constituted traditional residential buildings.

Land lots belonging to the CP category, which required conditional renewal, were mostly concentrated in areas peripheral to the zones requiring strict preservation. The land lots in this category occupied 1.25 km$^2$ of the land-use space, and their residential floor area was 1.47 km$^2$. A total of 6.55% of the land lots in this category were demolished, and the land lots that were not demolished were scattered across the city, occupied the smallest land-use space, and mostly constituted traditional residential buildings.
area was 1.47 km², which accounted for 20.68% of the total floor area. Land lots belonging to the IP category, which were unsuitable for renewal, occupied 0.70 km² of the land-use space. Their residential floor area was 0.89 km², which accounted for 12.55% of the total floor area.

4.5. Strategy Decision Based on Renewal Type

Of the six renewal types, PD exhibited the highest development need, whereas IP exhibited the highest preservation need. According to the varying development and preservation needs for the six renewal types, corresponding strategies can be adopted to implement demolition, reconstruction, renovation, and preservation plans.

Buildings prioritized for renewal should be demolished and reconstructed in short-term projects. PD buildings are old, exhibit poor architectural quality, and possess architectural features that do not merit historical preservation; thus, they have the lowest preservation constraint and are most suitable for demolition. Such buildings can be demolished and reconstructed individually or in batches to improve development capacity and ensure consistency among architectural styles in historical urban areas.

Buildings in the moderate renewal category should be renovated in short-term projects or demolished and reconstructed in long-term projects. MD buildings are mostly multi-story buildings with high renewal demand. They exhibit low preservation constraint and moderate development potential. Regarding renewal priority, the outdoor environment and architectural style of MD buildings with acceptable architectural quality can be improved through short-term projects. Moreover, the outdoor environment and architectural style of MD buildings with poor architectural quality and high development potential can be improved through long-term renewal projects. MB buildings are mostly traditional residential buildings that exhibit high demand for preservation and renewal. These buildings should be subjected to interior renovation to satisfy contemporary living needs. Traditional residential buildings with poor architectural quality should be renovated, and their architectural style should be adjusted to ensure consistency with other buildings in the city. MB buildings also include multi-story buildings that exhibit relatively low demand for preservation and development. The renewal priority of these buildings is lower than that of MD buildings. MP buildings are mostly traditional residential buildings that exhibit high renewal demand but low development potential and high preservation constraint. Therefore, MP buildings with poor architectural quality and inconsistent architectural styles can be demolished and reconstructed, and other MP buildings should be subjected to interior and exterior renovation.

In general, buildings in the conditional renewal and strict preservation categories should not be demolished. CP buildings mostly have high preservation constraint or low renewal demand. Their architectural styles are consistent with those of other buildings in the examined historical urban area. Therefore, these buildings should mainly be restored when required to retain the original architectural appearance and structure. IP buildings should be subjected to the strictest preservation and must not be demolished or damaged.

5. Conclusions

Historical urban areas in China are undergoing progressive and organic renewal. The renewal assessment of residential buildings in such areas provides a crucial basis for determining residence upgrade strategies and sequences. On the basis of the interactions between demand, potential, and constraint, a framework was developed in this study for identifying land lot and building renewal types in historical urban areas, and the historical urban area of Suzhou was selected as the research site for verifying the framework. The developed framework was used to integrate building and land lot data, and ArcGIS was adopted to create a residential building database. Renewal demand was assessed according to the architectural and living conditions of each building. Location conditions and development efficiency were analyzed to determine development potential. Preservation constraint was determined on the basis of governmental preservation plans and historical
resource identification. Subsequently, discriminant matrices were created to identify six renewal types. The aforementioned data can be used to devise renewal plans, in which buildings with the highest development potential and renewal demand and the lowest preservation constraint are prioritized for reconstruction. In general, buildings with the lowest renewal demand should not be demolished unless necessary, and the focus should be on their restoration. During maintenance and restoration, the demolition of buildings with the strictest preservation grade should be prohibited. Buildings requiring moderate renewal should be renovated in short-term plans and then redeveloped in long-term plans if necessary. The proposed renewal strategies can effectively preserve the traditional ambiance and monuments in historical urban areas while facilitating rational and orderly redevelopment, thereby improving the living conditions in these areas and promoting sustainable urban renewal.

This study has two major research contributions. First, it improved conventional assessment frameworks by simultaneously analyzing preservation constraint, development potential, and renewal demand. The developed demand–potential–constraint model and discriminant matrices highlight the different effects of the aforementioned three dimensions on urban renewal and enable the optimization of the categorization of renewal types. Second, the optimized renewal types proposed in this study effectively correspond to the need of historical urban areas in China for small-scale progressive renewal. The developed framework enables the effective formulation of renewal sequences, helps decision makers make scientific decisions and optimize resource allocation, and exhibits favorable operability and practicality.

Although a novel approach was adopted in this study for determining strategies and sequences for the renewal of historical urban areas in China, this study has several limitations. For example, limitations in data usability and standard quantification techniques reduce the applicability of the assessment indicators in the proposed framework. Although relevant studies have indicated that per person living area and architectural quality can reflect residents’ willingness to agree to building renewal, these indicators cannot comprehensively evaluate all social factors. Future studies should investigate how the proposed framework can be optimized through the quantification of social factors. Moreover, because the assessment framework focuses on the residential environment assessment at the land lot scale, it lacks consideration of the indoor environment of the building. The quantitative evaluation of building energy consumption, environmental comfort, and air quality indicators both indoor and outdoor also needs further research. In addition, this study only considered historical preservation as the renewal constraint and did not include ecological constraints in the developed framework because the research site is located on a plain without ecological preservation zones or topographic constraints. Future research should incorporate unique ecological constraints to increase the generalizability of the developed framework for all historical urban areas in China.
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